ON SEPTEMBER 21
WE WILL BE TELLING THE WORLD
THE STORY OF A NEW CLIMATE MOVEMENT

TO CHANGE EVERYTHING IT TAKES EVERYONE!
Here comes everybody!

THE DEBATE IS OVER!
The facts are in. Taking action is a scientific and moral necessity!

WE KNOW WHO IS RESPONSIBLE!
Let’s call out the villains holding back progress. Name names!

WE HAVE SOLUTIONS!
A Just Transition is possible.

WE CAN BUILD THE FUTURE!
Every generation’s future is at stake, we can create a better one.

FRONTLINES OF CRISIS FOREFRONT OF CHANGE
The burden is unequal, but we lead the way to change.

AND MORE!
COUNTRIES STATES CITIES NEIGHBORHOODS NY BOROUGHS
AND MORE!
SAVE THE ARTIC BEEKEEPERS INTERFAITH SCIENTISTS
AND MORE!
ANTI-FRACKING TAR SANDS BLOC ANTI-CORPORATE CAMPAIGNS
AND MORE!
ENVIRO ORGS ALT. TRANSPORTATION RENEWABLE ENERGY
AND MORE!
GREEN BUSINESS FOOD & WATER
AND MORE!
STUDENTS ELDERS PARENTS, KIDS & FAMILIES LABOR
AND MORE!
MIGRANT JUSTICE SANDY IMPACTED COMMUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES YOUTH DELEGATION

Every one of us has an important place in this story.

PEOPLE'S CLIMATE MARCH
NYC SEPT. 20-21

The contingents listed are just examples and do not include everyone who will be joining that section.

For more information and answers to Frequently Asked Questions visit: peoplesclimate.org/lineup